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About This Game

Its Disco Time.

The 80s are back!
Enter the Dancefloor and celebrate an 80s club party in VR.

Features

18 80s Style Music Tracks or use The InGame YouTube Browser

3 Clubs + Miami Style Street with entrances to the clubs

Interaction: Ask a Dancer for a dance, you can choose between 20 dance styles

7 Various effects like Slow Motion, Neon, Fog, Alcohol, Drawing and more

Fun Games like Dart, Bowling, Mini Basketball, Pool Billiard and Arcade Machine

Teleportation and Free (Slide) Locomotion VR
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This game has a lot of repetition and can sometimes lead to walking in circles multiple times, but overall it has good charm,
simple to understand mechanics, and some humorous content as well. Good game to spend an hour on if you're bored. Might be
good for speed runs, if that's your thing.. Fun and very polished casual puzzler.. I really do like this game, but at the current state
I would not be able to recommend it. Graphically, it's great. The world is interesting and creepy. The puzzles overall are good.

There are two big problems right now though - bugs and saving.

The saving system apparently saves once per chapter. After 4 hours of attempts - for various reasons I've still not passed chapter
1. This means every time I want to try again, I'm replaying everything over and over. I've played through chapter 1 at least 5
times now. This really needs a huge improvement - whether it's by implementing manual user saves, or time-interval saves, or
puzzle-completion saves... something.

If there was a proper saving system, the bugs wouldn't matter. You'd just load up the last save. I get it - it's new technology and
probably a technically complicated game. Bugs happen, and they don't often bother me.

But since I've had game-breaking bugs occur in chapter one 3 times now, it matters. Cause when the game breaks, you get to
start all over - no matter if you're on the last encounter after a dozen puzzles were solved for the 5th time.

I had to leave once - not realizing there wasn't a saving system at all at that time. Had a hardware issue that required a restart.
Then 3 game-breaking bugs. I give up.. dank game but paying for short episodes, atleast make them longer. This game is
suprisingly Fun And takes a bit of stratergy too. Well Worth $10 Can't wait to see what the developers do next!!. best game out
must buy. An adventure puzzle game with good production values. Basically, it's a lot of cutscenes interspersed with some
problem solving and the occasional puzzle. There are only a handful of hidden object puzzles of various types. Most of the
puzzles are pretty easy. I got to learn a new word: Janbiya (curved dagger). If you're more interested in solving puzzles and less
interested in watching a movie, this game is not for you. Expect around 4 hours of gameplay.. waste of time. Controllers don't
work on OSX and Linux so am unable to play with friends. Developers have confirmed that they don't know how to fix this
issue.
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lol what the idiots that cry about this being DLC dont understand is that it costs money to license cars and it also costs money to
pay the people to model the cars and so forth. that being said: for 3.50 this is a steal. the CLK-LM alone makes it worth 3.50.
The game has some potential, but it's blown by the fact that there is not alot to do. The sad thing is that you really can't play
multiplayer any more because almost no one searches for matches, wich means if you want to play with you're friends or with
other people, you might have to find people that actually have the game and play it often.

Also you might get bored of this game after 5-10 minutes.. Initial Impressions:
Wasn't expecting much, but as a 'bat & ball' game this is actually quite good and fun.

Some things I noticed;
1) Can select either DirectX9 or OpenGL for graphics API. I found OpenGL doubled my framerates. ;)
2) Some game animation doesn't work well with 'forced V-Sync', for example enemy projectiles. At the moment I am running
the game at 80 FPS on a 60 Hz display so I will try increasing my screen resolution to hopefully balance that out.
3) Game can get tough when you have heaps of things to contend with, but there are difficulty settings which is nice.
4) As with all comedy, certain content will be 'hit or miss'.

If you are a fan of 'bat & ball' games then I recommend giving it a go.. I love this game I think it's great.. For the price a really
good deal if you like FPS. Does not have the fine tuned graphics of the big developers but worth your time playing. A lot of
action and gameplay. I am having problem locating entrance to caves on level 5. Have played through 3 time and just must be
missing the spot. Support this developer. hoi zwarte

wie dit leest is dom. Pretty fun game to play whenever. No cheaters that I've seen, which is great. But, the game gets boring
eventually. More maps and non-player made servers (that cycle maps) would be nice because finding a match can be tricky
sometimes. Definately needs more maps, and possibly some form of in-game currency to purchase cosmetics and whatnot. I
love the graphics and the overall style. The entire game has a pretty happy mood and it's pretty hard to get annoyed with it.

Excited to see where this game will go.
Overall I rate 6/10

:). Could not play it with Win 7 no matter what I tried.
With Win 10 it WORKS NOW !

Thanks for a tiny bit of my childhood :D
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